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MicroGEN AP is a small control system for cogeneration units and other
engine-generator sets (up to 50kW) with a graphical LCD 128x64 points
display, wild range of management, communication and configurability.
Supports all modes of operation with the grid, manual, semi automatic or
automatic mode, control of energy output and input from the mains, power
sharing between multiple units (virtual concentrator), etc.

 Wide supply range of 10÷33VDC or
8÷24VAC

 Communication via RS-232, RS-485
(UnimaBUS)

 Configurable analog and digital inputs
and outputs

 Ability to create custom algorithms (PLC)
with synoptic features (logic gates, flip-
flops, comparators, analog addition,
subtraction, analog, memory, switches,
etc.)

 10x digital input with route-checking
 10x digital output (2xPWM output e.g. for

WW actuator)
 8x analog input (4xPt100, 2x-

50÷50mV(thermocouple), 2x-20÷20mA)
 2x analog output (selectable 10V or

20mA)
 Speed measurement (read speed option

from UIS or USC via common bus)
 Measurment 6xU, 3xI, active/reactive generator power
 Measurement of produced energy, configurable pulse counter (power meter, gas meter, heat meter)
 Direct analogue control of voltage regulator (insulation

strength by UL 1577 and IEC 60950)
 Analog control of speed governor
 Control of the air/fuel ration (with lambda sensor, via

mixture pressure or cylinders temperature regulation)
 Parameter optional language for the CU display (currently

supports Czech, English, Russian, Polish, Hungarian)
 Real-time counter
 History with "pretrigger" (a condensed record of the failure

previous)
 Integrated two-stage mains protection (seal option

settings), easy opportunity to test protection
 Data communication and cooperation with USC (Unima

speed controller), UIS (Unima ignition system) and UVR
(Unima voltage regulator) – diagnostics and setup
parameters via internet bridge or RS-232 of Unigen. All
devices directly connected to UniGen via RS-485

 Possibility to send SMS (via GSM modem)
 Possibility to control CU via SMS messages (start, stop,

errors acknowledge, mode selection, the requirement to
send back SMS on the status of generator, etc.)

 Fully programmable with Manager service software (easy
FW upgrade through RS-232 or internet-bridge)

 System configuration from a PC with a user friendly and
intuitive software

 The expansion of inputs and outputs with expansion
modules
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Service program ManagerAP is used for visualization, configuration and diagnostic of CU. The CU can be
connected not only locally via RS-232, but also via Internet (external Internet-bridge)

Using the set of UNIMA devices MicroGEN / UIS / USC / UVR (CHP control system, digital ignition controller, digital
speed governor, digital voltage regulator) can be realized full authority control over your cogeneration unit.
Individual components communicate with each other via RS-485, there isn't other wires.
With the integrated internet-bridge you can monitoring and setting all connected components from your PC!


